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Committee To End Radiological Hazards

..

166 Second Avenue.

New York, New York 10003
Director, Division of Radiological
and Environmental Protection
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 2Q545
- May 19,1972--

Mary Hays Weik
jSecretary

GR 7-5935
Re: Invited Citizens' Comments or. che
Environmental Impact of the Propoc
Issuance of an AEC Operating Licei
to Con-Ed's Indian Pt.Nuclear Reac
DOCKET NO.50-21

Dear Sir:

Thank you for sending at my request the AEC's "raft Detailed Statement"
prepared by your department on the subject named above. It is obvious that such a rept
from an independent agency having no connection, actual or implied, with the Atomic
Energy Commission - which itself both sited and regulates the project concerned - wou.
have been more convincing. Our comments on the Statement's contents follow:
In issuing this evaluation of the environmental impact of a proposed second nuclear
reactor at Indian Point, the U.S.Atomic Energy Commission has placed on the public rec
an amazing collection of irrelevant, useless,arA deliberately confusing items, which
do little to throw any light on the situation involved:
1) Its concern for the fate of Hudson River fish entirely overshadows any concern fc
the area's human residents. While infinite details are given on the reactions of
various aquatic organisms - the "thermal tolerance" of -inacroinvrtobrates, the
,reproductive habits of zooplankton species," etc., etc. -no reference is made tc
the alarming mortality record found among residents of nearby local communities
directly doumwind to the plant, as shown in local statistics of the region recordf
-in the enclosed Chart of DeAths from Brain & Breast Canc ers and Leukemia. found i4
the same "Cortlandt Towri' area before and. after the nu claar plant was built.
,
2) The Report's figures on low-level" radioactive releases from the plant are of
little significance, since it ignores completely the well-known facts on serious.
internal damage by "contact radiation" from chronic low-level doses ingested or
inhaled, as pointed out on the enclosed page of comments by the Viennese physicisl
Dr. Karl Nowak. These omitted facts make the Report's alleged 'himimal and harmle.
plant releases, both deceptive and absurd.
3) Since the "radiation limits" permitted in the Indian Point area by the AECIs
'l0(?FX20" and 'OCFR100" standards are fantastically high (44,000 uries a
16 millionmcries a year, a possible 3.000 rads in individual thyroid doses, as
cited in the AEC's'rIi-tial
Decision" on the i9b9 Construction Permit for Inian
Point 3), even the "low percentages" of those Limits presently alleged in use in
the Draft Environmental Statement would be themselves quite substantial and damagi
(I doubt that the thousands of dead fish found in arecent indian Point "fish kill
actually needd the "impingement" on metal screening grates to finish them offl)
4) It seems obvious that the alarming escalation shown almost a year ago on the
enclosed sheet of official mortality records for the surrounding Cortlandt Tow
region, demands - far from a nm permitfar operation of an additional second Nuclc
Plant, 4 times larger than Indian Point I - an immediate shutdown of all Indian Pc
nuclear facilities, writh the "dismantlins a
en.tobment" of this-dee:ly contamin
ates installation d.scribod on r.ieos V-75 and 'V-76 of your Draft, Rorzrt, to i='ovo
a problem of mnprecedented disaster for populations of this a-ea for centuries to c
Surely there must be a better way of reclaiming a wasteful and ruinous investment in
nuclear power than by killing off the helpless citizens of the Indian Point areal
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by Mary Hays Weik

A significant new report has just been issued by:
the Committee To End Radiological Hazards of Ncd,
York City, on health conditions around the Indian Point
atomic plant. The report shows percentage of increase
in deaths by Brain and Breast Cancers and Leukemia
in th6 Cortlandt Town area directly surrounding the
atomic plant, during the S years 1963-67, after the
plant began to operate in August '62, as compared with
the S years, 1957-61, just before its start. Included
population figures for 1960 and 1965 show that cancer
increase has far outstripped population growth.
The report is based on figures contained in the
,N.Y. State Health Dept. report, "Review of Mortality
Statistics In the Northwestern Section of Westchester
County6"
The State report is a curious document.
It was published shortly after this writer revealed, as
a citizen intervenor at the 1969 Indian Point Hearing
an unusual number of Cancer Deaths in an area of
Montrose downwind to the atomic plant. The State
report shows an obvious intention to confuse and mis
lead the public; for the local map it includes so
confuses the boundaries of the area involved in the
Montrose cancer deaths as to mak e diffibulta localized
study of the prolem.
Neither Statu nor County Health Department seems
-worried by the situation shown by their own figures.
I was surprled to receive a "personal copy" of the
report from State Commissioner of Health Dr. HOLLIS
S. INGRAHAM, who had refused to honor my citizen's
subpoena to testify at the 1969 Indian Point Hearings.
In a letter to the AEC sent me with the report, Dr.
Ingraham said: "We find no evidence of increase in .
cancer mortality in the vicinity of Indian Point;"
and DR. DONALD R. REED, President of the West
chester County Board of Health, in a letter to a local
citizen listing figures which amounted to an incrase
of 22% in MONTROSE and an increase of 150 in
BUCHANAN, wrote : "These figures would indicate
to me that the cancer deaths have not increased in the
villages of Buchanan or Montrose(!)."
The latest (1971) Rand-McNally Commercial Atlas
shows Montrose population as 2200. But tbe State
report cited submerges the Montrose village igure in
a vague total, numbering 22,000, called the "Rest of
Cortlandt Town,"
(Tnis greatly dilutes, of course,
the Montrose cancer niorialities.) Yet local reccrds

File Cy.

Committee Chief Note
Spurt In Mortality
Near Nuclear Plant

shc,
that 3 out of the 4 brai.i cancer deaths reported
in 1.93-67 for this Cortlandt area of 22,000 wpe e
actually registered from the Montrose section I de
scribed in "The Montrose
Catastrophe" - population,
f
less than 560!
Unfortunatel (
e peop who prepared the delusive
State report mate one false step: In making thei2
report, they revealed local statistics not available
to the general public or reported in "U. S. Vita
Statistics" (because the communities involved are
too small for individual mention). In other words,
the report brought into the open statistics heretofore
available only to the two Health Departments. These
figures happen to be most significant.
The cancer deaths" shown in the New York com
mittee's statement (taken from Tables VII and Table
VII A of the State "Review of N W Westchester
County" cited above) though damning as evidence,
would apDpear to be small in number. They will
certainly be labeled as such and called "unimportant"
by AEC and Con-Edison attorneys. But this is far
from true, as any honest statistician knows. For:
I) By the State figures9 Peekskill, Buchanan, and
Croton-on-Hudson are now implicated in the Indian
Point cancer problem. (What about other - unnamed
Weschester communities?)
2) In 11 out of 12 community situations named, an
.unbroken increase of cancer deaths is
shown. In the
12th, Peekskill, the number qJ brain cancers remained
the same in the two periods covered.
Yet, even
there, unreported 1968-71 figures may now have
changed the picture.
3) If such an increase could occur with only the
265-megawatt Indian Point I reactor in operation
what would result with the addition of the 873-meg.
'Reactor II -- 4 times as large as Indian Point I?
4)
If such an increase could occur with only
Indian Point I's"Pressurized \Vatei"265-rreg. reactor,
imagine the effect of addirg, as planned., A€actors III,
IV and V (of l100-meg, each) all of"Blciing 'Nate."
type - since airborne radioactive releases from this
type of reactor are known to be enormously larger..
What will be the effect downwind then?
Copyright 1971, Mary H. Weik -

CANCER DEATH RECORD IN "CORTLNDT TOWN" AREA SURROUNING

INDIAN POINT, NYATOMIC PLA T, BEFORE & AFER PLANWTS START IN 1962

From Official Mortality Statistics in 1969 New York State Dapt. of Health Publication, Review of
Mortality Statistics in Northwestern Section of Westchester County - Tablo VII&A: "Number of Deaths
(Brain and Breast Cancers & Lsukemia)
for Cortlandt Town (Including) Peekskill City, 1957 - 1967" *c*
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CANCER of BRAIN
BREAST CANCER
LEUKEIA
and Nervous System (193) WHO International Code 170 (International Code 204)
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Three of these 4 deaths were recorded for a small section (c.
downind to the Indian Point atomic plant.
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MONTROSE total population was only 2200 in.1970 (Rand McNally 1971 Coercial Atlas & Marketirs Guide).
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Conclusions issued by State and County Health Boards are in curious contradiction to their own records:
In spite of the incireasos shown in the N.Y.State Health Dept, figures reported above, State Health Corn
missioner HOLLIS S. INGRAHAM, in his presentation latter to the U.S.Atomic Energy Commidssion of Nixch 23,
1970 accompanying the above report, said: "We find no evidence of an increase in . . car-er mortality in
the vicinity of Indian Point;" and Dr. DONALD R. REED, President of the Westchester County Board of Halth,
in a March 18, 1970 letter answiring a local citizen's inquiry, in which Dr. REED himself cited a rise in All
Cancer Death figures in the 4 years after Indian Point's start (1963-1966) which, compared to the 4 years
preceding its start (1958-1961),amounted to an increase of 22% in MONTROSE and an increase of 150% in
BUCHANAN, wrote: "These figures would indicate to me that the cancer deaths have not increased in the

villages of Buchanan or Mbntrose (1)."
®Copyright 1971, Mry H. Waik
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(English translation).-
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"A nuclear power plant releases radioactivity to its environment through its chimney
and cooling-water.. Ei.n in undisturbed normal operation, the chimney emits radioactive
gases and particulate matter which are distributed through the surroundings.
"Company 'experts' claim that the amount released is minimal. They calculate
high
plant releases by comparing bhem with natural background radiation. Actually, the
effect of radioactive material taken into the body, as is that from the plantts
chimney
and cooling-water, through inhalation, or by way of the food chain and drinking-water,
is significantly higher (than company figures show),and impossible to measure
exactly.
"If a (radioactive) particle merely lies on the ground, then its effect is
minimal al
though its radiation may be dangerously high. If the particle, however, is
deposited
ona mucous membrane by inhalation or ingestion, or if it settles in an
organ due to
its chemical nature, then as a result of contact radiation its effect will
be increas
ed to the square of its ownv,.ue and give an extraordinarily strong dose
of radiation
to its direct surroundings, leading to death of the celLs contacted or severe
damage
to those it touches.
"Especially effective in this connection-are Alpha and-Beta rays, whose effect
would
otherwise be screened out by the atmosphere; These inner effects cannot
be controlled
from without. Thus numbers of Cancers and other damages can arise; above
all, genetic
damage and disoazut if the reproductive organs are affected. Moreover, this
radioactive
mattir stored up in the body increases with time, and the damages build up
.
.
.
(From. Der Skandal Atonkraftwerk by Ing. WL-VO WAK Vienna plysicist and editor
of IN-oue Physik",

in

an article in

1

Oberdsterreich.

Wochenpost, "-Austria)

(Original"Gqrr.an):
,rin Kernkraftwerk gibt "'ber Schornstein und Khlwasser Radioaktivit.!t an
die Umgeb
ung ab. Der Schornstein auch im ungestarten
Normalbetrieb laufend radioaktive Gase
und Schwebstoffe ausstdszt und in der Umgebung verteilt.
Von den bezahlten
Experten' wird es so dargestellt, als soi das minimal, Man rechnet
mit der erhJhten Umgebungsstrahlung und vergleicht sic mit der nat-Urlichen
Strahlenbe
lastung. Tats~chlich ist die Wirkung ikor
cvae._Qr. radioaktiver Stoffe, wie solche
aus Schornstein und K'ffhlwasser tber Atomluft, Nahiungskette und Trinkiwasser
in don
Klrper gelangen, ganz bedeutend hher und nicht exakt messbar.
,lLiegt ein Staubk6rnchen am Boden, so ist seine Wirkung minimal, mag es auch
ein gef6hr
licher starker Strahler sein.
Gelangt das Teilchen aber mit Atomluft oder Nahrung
auf eine Schleimhaut oder wird es gar infolge seiner chemischen Beschaffenheit
in ein
Organ eingelagert so kann es infolge Kontaktbestrahlung, da die Wirkung
mit dem abnehm
enden Abstand quadratisch zunit
an seine unmittolar Umgebung auszorordentlich
starke Strahlungsdosen abgeben und so sogar zu Ne1kose (Zelltod) odor schweren
Zell
sch1den An'Lasz, geben.
tiBesonders wirksam sind dabei Alpha- und Betastrahler, deren Wirkung sonst
durch die
Luft abgeschirmt wird.
Diese inneren Vorgn.ge sind von auszen -fberhaupt nicht kontroll
ierbar. So k Jnnen Krebsherde und andere SchAdigungon entstehen, vor allen
auch Erbschgd
en und Erbkrankheiten, soweit die Fortpflanzungsorgane beeinfluszt werden.
Auch speich
ern sich radioaktive Stoffe im Kdrper und die Schgdigungen sumieren sich .
.
"
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Committee To End Radiological Hazards

Mary Hays Weik
Secretary

166 Second Avenue

GR 7-5935

New York, New York 10003
Director, Division of Radiological
and Environmental Protection
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

Washington, D.C. 20545

-

May 19,1972-

Dear Sirs

Re s Invited Citizens' Comments on the
Environmental Impact of the Proposed
Issuance of an AEC Operating license

to Con-ki's Indian Pt.Nuclear React2
DOCKET NO.50-2-4?

Thank you for sending at my request the AEC's 'raft Detailed Statement"
prepared by your department on the subject named above. It is obvious that such a report
from an independent agency having no connection, actual or implied, with the Atomic
Energy Commission - which itself both sited and regulates the project concerned - would
have been more convincing. Our comments on the Statement's contents follow:
In issuing this evaluation of the environmental impact of a proposed second nuclear
reactor at Indian Point, the U.S.Atomic Energy Commission has placed on the public recor(
an amazing collection of irrelevant, uselessand deliberately confusing items, which
do little
to throw any light on the situation involved:
1) Its concern for the fate of Hudson River fish entirely overshadows any concern for
the area's human residents. While infinite details are given on the reactions of
various aquatic organisms - the 'thermal tolerance" of imacroinvert e brates, the
"reproductive habits of zooplankton species," etc., etc. - no reference is made to
the alarming mortality record found among residents of nearby local communities
directly downwind to the plant, as shown in local statistics of the region recorded
in the enclosed Chart of Deaths from Brain & Breast Cancers and, Iukem.A foundi
IPA
was built.
r
the same "Cortlandt Tow'area beforef a dffte thrc
2) The Report's figures on "low-level" radioactive releases from the plant are of
little
significance, since it ignores completely the well-known facts on defitbu
internal damage by "contact radiation" from chronic low-level doses ingested or

inhaled, as pointed out on the enclosed page of .comments by the' Viennese pbysicistfo
alleged mimal and harmless"
Dr. Karl Nowak. These omitted Cacts make the Repo'
p~t~relea ,%both d.'oeptive ' and absurd.
3) Since the "radiation limits" permitted ii the Indian Point a ir.ea'-. by the AEC's

'lORl2O" and 'lOCFRlO0" standards are fantastically high (4,.000 curies a da,
16 million curies a year, a possible 3,000 rads in individual tbyroid doses, as
cited in the AEC's "rInitial Decision" on the 1969 Construction Permit for Indlan
Point 3), even the "low percentages" of those Limits presently alleged in use in
the Draft Environmental Statement would be themselves quite substantial and damaging,
(I doubt that the thousands of' dead fish found in a recent Indian Point 'fish kill"
actually needelthe "impingement" on metal screening grates to finish them offl)
4) It seems obvious that the alarming escalation shown almost a year ago on the
enclosed sheet of official m tilitysrecords for the surrounding Cortlandt Town
operation of an additional second Nuclear
region, demands - far from a new permt
Plant,. 4 times larger than Indian Point I - an immediate shutdown of all Indian Poin
nuclear facilities, with the "dismantling a nd w&ombnt" of this diepy contamin

ated installation described on pages V-75 and V-76 of your Draft Report, to prevent
a problem of unprecedented disaster for populations of this area for centuries to com
Surely there must be a better way of reclaiming a wasteful and ruinous investment in
nuclear power than by killing off the helpless citizens of the Indian Point area%
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Sincerely,

1

v&jaYHays Weik
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Cancer and Leukeinia Rise
•Around Indian Point

Committee Chief Notes
Spurt In Mortality

by Mary Hays Weik

A significant new report has just been issued by
the Committee To End Radiological Hazards of Naw
York City, on health conditions around the Indian Point
atomic plant. The report shows percentage of increase
in deaths by Brain and Breast Cancers and Leukemia
in the Cortlandt Town area directly surrounding the
atomic plant, during the S years 1963-67, after the
plant began to operate in August '62, as compared with
the S years, 1957-61, just before its start. Included
population figures for 1960 and 1965 show that cancer
increase has far outstripped population growth.
The report is based on figures contained in the
N.Y. State Health Dept. report, "Review of Mortality
Statistics In the Northwestern Section of Westchester
County."
The State report is a curious document.
It was published shortly after this writer revealed, as
a citizen intervenor at the 1969 Indian Point Hearing
an unusual number of Cancer Deaths in an area of
Montrose downwind to the atomic plant. The State.
report shows an obvious intention to confuse and mis
lead the public; for the local map it includes so
confuses the boundaries of the area involved in the
Miorose cancer deaths as to make difftulta localized
study of the problem.
Neither Stat nor County Health Department seems
worried by the situation shown by their own figures.
I was surprlted to receive a "personal copy" of the
report 6rom State Commissioner of Health Dr. HOLLIS
S. INGRAHAM, who had refused to honor my citizen's
subpoena to testify at the 1969 Indian Point Hearings.
In a letter to the AEC sent me with the report, Dr.
Ingraham said: "We find no evidence of increase in..
cancer mortality in the vicinity of Indian Point; ' !
and DR. DONALD R. REED, President of the West
chester County Board of Health, in a letter to a local
citizen listing figures which amounted to an.incrqase
.of 22% in MONTROSE and an increase of 150% in
BUCHANAN, wrote : "These figures would indicate
to me that the cancer deaths .have not increased in the
villages of Buchanan or Montrose(!)."
The latest (1971) Rand-McNally Commercial Atlas
shows Montrose population as 2200. But t e State
report cited submerges the Montrose village 'ltare in
a vague total, numbering 22,000, called the "Rest of
Cortlandt Town."
(This greatly dilutes, of course,
the Montrose cancer monialities.) Yet local records'

Near Nuclear Plant
show that 3 out of the 4 brain cancer deaths reported
in 1.963-67 for this Cortlandt area of 22,000 we-:e
actually registered from the Montrose section I de
scribed in "The Montrose Catastrophe" - population,
less than 500!
ople who prepared the deldsive
Unfortunately,te
State report ma e one false step: In making thei
report, they revealed local statistics not available
to the general public or reported in "U. S. Vita)
Statistics" (because the communities involved are
,too small for individual mention). In other words,
the. report brought into the open statistics heretofore
available only to the two Health Departments. These
figures happen to be most significant.
The cancer deaths shown in the New York com
mittee's statement (taken from Tables VII and Table
VII A of the State "Review of N W Westchester
County" cited above) though damning as evidence,
would appear to be small .in number. They will
certainly be labeled as such and called "unimportant"
by AEC and Con-Edison attorneys. But this is far
from true, as any honest statistician knows. For:
I) By the State figures, -Peekskill, Buchanan, and
Croton-on-Hudson are now implicated in the Indian
Point cancer problem. (What about other - unnamed
Weschester communities?)
2) In 11 out of 12 community situations named, an
unbroken increase of cancer deaths is shown. In the
12th, Peekskill, the number q brain cancers remained'
the same in the two periods covered.
Yet, even
there, unreported 1968-71 figures may now have
changed the picture.
3) If such an increase could occtr with only the
.265-megawatt Indian Point I reactor in operation,
'.what would result with the addition of the 873-meg.
Reactor 11-4 times as large as Indian Point I?
4)
If such an increase could occur with only
Indian Point Ps"Pressurized Wateik265.nrg. reactor,
imagine the effect of adding, as planned, lbactors I,
IV and V (of 1100-meg. each) all ofUBonling Watee
type - since airborne radioactive releases from this
type of reactor are known to be enormously larger..
What will be the effect downwind then?
-

Copyright 1971, Mary H. Weik

CANCER DEATH RECORD IN "CORTLAJU

INDIAN POINT, NY, ATOMIC PUANT, BEFORE & AFER PIANT IS START IN 1962

TOW' AREA SURROUNDI1

From Official Mortality Statistics in 1969 New 'York State Dept. of Health Publication, Review of
Mortality Statistics in Northwestern Section of Westchester County - Table VII&As "Number of Deaths
(Brain and Breast Cin*irs & Iiikemia) for Cortlandt Town (Including) Peekskill City, 1957 - 1967" ***

'A r e

a s

CANCER of

BREAST

BRAIN

IEUKENIA

CANCER

Population

and Nervous System (193) 'H0 International Code 170 (International Code 204)

57- '61 '63- '67 %Increase
Pekski3l

4

4

57- '61 '63-'67 % Increase

-20

Croton-on-Hudson

6

600 %

7

Buchanan

1

100 %

-

Rest of Cortlandt Tow
NrMSE)
(incMudin
TOTAL Cortlandt Town
*

**
***

-'61 '63-'67 % Increase

1960

1965

Increase
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25 %
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150 %

10

43 %

3

6

100 %

6,812

6,,943 Tme: 2%

2

200 %

-

1

100 %

2,019

2,

5-

150 %

'17,505 22,231

"

27%

144%

45,073

"

11%

'18973728~

£1

"f

7%

**

4*
4

15

400 %

4

12

200 %

2

275 %

311

49

58 %

9

Three of these 4 deaths were recorded for a small section (o.
downwil to the Indian Point atomic plant.

22

49,844

500 population) of MONTROSE direatly

MONTROSE total population was only 2200 in 1970 (Rand MaNally 1971 Comercial Atlas & Marketing Guide).
Conclusions issued by State and County Health Boards are in curious contradiction to their own recordss
In spite of the increases shown in the N.Y.State Health Dept. figures reported above, State Health Com
missioner HOLLIS S. IN~AUHAM, in his presentation latter to the U.S.Atomic Eiergy Commission of March 23,
1970 aocompanying the above report, said: "We find no evidence of an increase in . . cancer mortality in
the vicinity of Indian Point;" and Dr. DONALD R. REED, President of the Westchester County Board of Health,
in a March 18, 1970 letter answering a Local citizen's inquiry, in which Dr. REED himself cited a rise in All
Cancer Death figures in the 4 years after Indian Point's start (1963-1966) which, compared to the 4 years
preceding its start (1958-1961),amounted to an increase of 22% in MONTROSE and an increase of 150% in
BUCHANAN, wrote s "These figures would indicate to me that the cancer deaths have not increased in the
villages of Buchanan or Montrose (I)."
®Copyright 1971, Mary H. Weik
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TO NATURAL BACKGROUND RADIATION

(English translation) ,.
"A nuclear power plant releases radioactivity to its environment through its chimney
and cooling-water.. E3ven in undisturbed normal operation, the chimney emits radioactive
gases and particulate matter which are distributed through the surroundings.
"Company 'experts' claim that the amount released is minimal. They calculate high
plant releases by comparing them with natural background radiation. Actually, the
effect of radioactive material taken into the body, as is that from the plantts chimney
and cooling-water, through inhalation, or by way of the food chain and drinking-water,
is significantly higher (than company figures show),and impossible to measure exactly.
"If a (radioactive) particle merely lies on the ground, then its effect is minimal al
though its radiation may be dangerously high. If the particle, however, is deposited
on a mucous membrane by inhalation or ingestion, or if it settles in an organ due to
its chemical nature, then as a result of contact radiation its effect will be increas
ed to the square of its ownvalue and give an extrainarily strong dose of radiation
to its direct surroundings, leading to death of the cells contacted or severe damage
to those it touches.
"Especially effective in this connection are Alpha and-Beta rays, whose effect would
otherwise be screened out by the atmosphere. These inner effects cannot be controlled
from without. Thus numbers of Cancers and other damages can arise; above all, genetic
damage and disomeu if the reproductive organs are affected. Moreover, this radioactive
matter stored up in the body increases with time, and the damages build up .
of
(From.ber Skandal Atomkraftwerk by Ing. KARL -NOWA& Vienna physicist and editor
of t:Naue Physik", in an article in ,,Oberdsterreich. Wochnpost," Austria)
(Original- German) s
,iEin Kernkraftwerk gibt &ber Schornstein und Khlwasser RadioaktivitNt an die Umgeb
ung ab. Der Schornstein auch im ungestgrten
Normalbetrieb laufend radioaktive Gase
und Schwebstoffe ausstdszt und in der Umgebung verteilt.
Von den bezahlten Xxperten' wird es so dargestellt, als sei das minimal. Man rechnet
mit der erhdhten Umgebungsstrahlung und vergleicht sie mit der natttrlichen Strahlenbe
lastung. Tatschlich ist die Wirkung I '
.erter radioaktiver Stoffe, wie solche
aus Schornstein und KIhlwasser tober Atomluft, Nahrungskette und Trinkwasser in don
Kdrper gelangen, ganz bedeutend h'her und nicht exakt messbaro
,tLiegt ein StaubkIrnchen am Boden, so ist seine Wirkung minimal, ag es auch ein gefghr
licher starker Strahler sein. Gelangt das Teilchen aber mit Atomluft oder Nahrung
auf eine Schleimhaut oder wird es gar infolge seiner chemischen Beschaffenheit in ein
Organ eingelagert so kann es infolge Kontaktbestrahlung, da die Wirkung mit dom abnehm
enden Abstand quadratisch zunimmt, an seine unmittelbare Umgebung auszorordentlich
starke Strahlungsdosen abgeben und so sogar zu Nekrose (Zelltod) oder schweren Zell
sch~den Anlasz geben.
,Besonders wirksam sind dabei Alpha- und Betastrahler, deren Wirkung sonst durch die
tuft abgeschirmt wird. Diese inneren VorgZnge sind von auszen foerhaupt nicht kontroll
ierbar. So kdnnen Krebsherde und andere Sch~digungen entstehen, vor allem auch Erbsch~d
on und Erbkrankheiten, soweit die Fortpflanzungsorgane beeinfluszt werden. Auch speich
ern sich radioaktive Stoffe im Krper und die Schadigungen summieren sich . . "
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